
Adjectives modify the meaning of nouns and pronouns. They describe which,

whose, what kind and how many.

Example:

The hairy dog chewed on my favorite running shoes.

There are many adjectives in this sentence. The and hairy describe the

dog, while my, favorite and running describe the shoes.

Seven words in English are always adjectives. These are the articles a, an and

the, and the possessives my, our, your, and their.

Identifying Adjectives
Name: Date:
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Find and write the adjectives in each sentence.

( 1 ) I was planning on meeting my friends

this morning.

( 2 ) A dog is hanging his head out the

back window of its owner's car.

( 3 ) A giant cat balloon floated over the

mouse city.

( 4 ) The old man bought a new suit just

for special occasions.

( 5 ) The smelly dog had gray, shaggy fur.

( 6 ) A sharp knife cut the thick loaf of

bread easily.

( 7 ) Some birds will fly faster than others.

( 8 ) Do you know who got the perfect

exam score?

( 9 ) The startled roaches scattered in all

directions.

(10) The flying bird has colorful feathers.

(11) You can hear the truck's loud engine

when it arrives.

(12) There is little hope of getting a perfect

score in this game.

(13) Some forest fires are started by

careless campers.
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